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Objective: Determine the quantitative and experimental reflux of negative, positive, neutral and anti-reflux needleless connectors.
Method:
1. Models were fully dimensioned using SolidWorks® Computer Aided Design (CAD) software for each needleless connector.
2. Theoretical maxima of reflux upon connection/disconnection were calculated using “worst possible” scenarios with
laboratory venous pressure simulator values expected to be lower.
3. The average pressure of the peripheral venous system (17 mmHg or 9.09 inches of water) was maintained during
connection/disconnection of the various needleless IV connectors.
4. Each luer activated needleless connector was accessed using a standard 10mL BD syringe luer as the male luer access device.
5. This data was plotted in order to compare the theoretical vs. experimental (venous pressure simulator) measured reflux with each
needless IV connector.
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• Need to assess the performance of various catheters when correct
clamping protocol is not followed (in the absence of clamping)
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Types of Needleless Connectors
Negative Displacement
• Connection to luer creates fluid movement towards the patient
• Blood mechanically refluxes into catheter on disconnection
• No protection from bi-direction fluid movement
• Tubing /catheter must be clamped before disconnection to
prevent reflux
Positive Displacement
• Connection to luer creates fluid movement into catheter
• Blood mechanically refluxes towards patient upon disconnection
• No protection from bi-direction fluid movement
• Tubing/catheter must be clamped after disconnection to
prevent reflux
Neutral Displacement
• Connection to luer creates fluid movement towards the patient
• Blood mechanically refluxes into catheter on disconnection
• No protection from bi-direction fluid movement
• Tubing/catheter must be clamped before disconnection to
prevent reflux
Pressure-Activated Anti-Reflux Valves
• Includes anti-reflux diaphragm that opens/closes based
on pressure
• Opens towards patient when fluid pressure reaches a threshold.
• Automatically closes in absence of fluid pressure to prevent reflux
• This category of devices provides catheter protection from bidirectional fluid movement independent of clamping sequence.
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Observations

Objective and Method

Background

• The theoretically calculated maximum values for reflux were
always within a factor of 5 of the experimentally measured value
(in line with our expectations).
• Factors such as manual twisting/squeezing of tubing during
connection/disconnection also contribute to the reflux volume.
Due to care taken to minimize these effects, our experiments had
a high degree of repeatability (low standard deviation).
• Negative Displacement connectors had reflux volumes as high as
123.4 microliters.
• Positive Displacement connectors had reflux volumes ranging
from 18.2 to 38.8 microliters.
• Neutral Displacement connectors had reflux volumes ranging from
10.8 to 3.6 microliters.
• Pressure Activated (Anti Reflux) valves had reflux volumes of 2.6
to as low as 0.02 microliters.

Conclusions
• Needleless IV connectors that contained pressure-activated valves
provided the best performance in preventing reflux upon
connection and disconnection.
• Negative, positive, and neutral displacement connectors, show no
correlation to their specific marketed classification and efficacy in
the prevention of fluid reflux.
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Experimental Method
The (venous pressure simulator) experiment was set up with the
following as shown below:

• Compare the abilities of commercially available catheters to prevent
reflux if clamping is performed
• per the recommended protocol.
• with the “wrong” protocol.
• Compare the ability of commercially available connectors to prevent
aspiration with repeated use (Fatigue analysis).
• Investigate the relationship between volume of reflux and the
severity of occlusion (pressure needed to release refluxed material).

Luer Lock Connection

1. Glass capillary tube

• Negative
Displacement
E.X. Smartsite
• Positive
Displacement
E.X. MaxPlus
• Neutral
Displacement
E.X. Microclave
• PressureActivated Valve
E.X. Nexus TKO 6P
Theoretical values of pressure-activated valves determined on the
assumption of 5% increase in radius of valve upon
connection/disconnection.
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3. 10 mL syringe
4. PVC tubes connectors
5. Needleless I.V. connector
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6. Dyed water

• Standardized height difference between the syringe and water level
• 17 mmHg (9.09 inch of water) mean venous pressure.
• Change in elevation of water level observed upon connection and
disconnection from luer lock.
• 3 needleless connector samples of each model tested
• 10 trials for each needleless sample or 30 disconnection and
connections per needleless connector tested.
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